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WEEK 27: Sunday, 27 June - Saturday, 3 May 2021 ALL MARKETS
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2021-06-27 0540 Comedy Kiwi Flyer

When twelve-year-old Ben sets out to win the local trolley derby in memory of his 

father, he learns what matters most in life when he is forced to battle cheating 

opponents, dodgy loan sharks, and a mother who has banned him from the race. 

Directed by Tony Simpson and stars Edward Hall and Tikirau Hathaway.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2012 RPT PG a 

2021-06-27 0715 Comedy Chalet Girl

Pretty tomboy Kim (Felicity Jones) used to be a champion skateboarder, but now 

she flips burgers to support herself and her dad. Opportunity comes knocking 

when she flukes a winter-long catering job in one of the plushest ski chalets in the 

Alps. At first, Kim is baffled by this bizarre new world of posh people, vintage 

champagne, epic mountains and waist deep powder. Then Kim discovers 

snowboarding, and her natural talent soon sees her training for the end-of-season 

competition, with a chance to win major prize money.

AUSTRIA English-100 2011 RPT PG l s 

2021-06-27 0910 Fantasy
Journey To The West: The 

Demons Strike Back

A sequel to Journey To The West: Conquering The Demons, the Monkey King is 

back. Now tamed by Tang Sanzang, Monkey King has become one of Tang’s 

disciples. Tang, Monkey King, Sandy and Pigsy band together to fight demons as 

they continue their journey west.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2017 RPT PG a h v Y

2021-06-27 1110 Family The Little Witch

The story of a young and very nice witch who learns everything there is to know 

about magic, in order to be the best witch in the forest and also be accepted by 

the other older mean witches. Directed by Mike Schaerer and stars Karolinen 

Herfurth and Luis Vorbach. 

GERMANY English-100 2018 RPT PG a v 

2021-06-27 1305 Family Hunt For The Wilderpeople

This New Zealand adventure comedy-drama film written and directed by Taika 

Waititi follows Ricky, a defiant young city kid who finds himself on the run with his 

cantankerous foster uncle in the wild New Zealand bush. A national manhunt 

ensues, and the two are forced to put aside their differences and work together 

to survive in this hilarious and heartfelt adventure. Stars Julian Dennison and Sam 

Neill.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2016 RPT PG a v Y Y

2021-06-27 1500 Fantasy Wildwitch

12-year old Clara is a perfectly normal girl until the day she is scratched by a 

mysterious, black cat. Suddenly Clara is able to communicate with animals, and 

she soon discovers that she belongs to a family of wildwitches. While Clara learns 

to control her newfound powers, the evil wildwitches Bravita Bloodyoung and 

Chimera plot to conquer and destroy the wildworld - and it turns out that Clara 

plays a crucial part in their plans.

DENMARK Danish-100 2018 RPT PG h Y

2021-06-27 1655 Family Hacker

Thirteen-year-old Benjamin is not only a highly skilled hacker, but also a teenager 

who is highly distrustful of others following the loss of his mother seven years 

earlier. When he discovers that his mother didn't die in an accident as he was led 

to believe, he makes up his mind to investigate the matter and get to the bottom 

of what really happened to her. The trail leads him to high-ranking officials in the 

Danish Secret Service. Directed by Poul Berg and stars Rumle Kærså and 

Josephine Højbjerg.

DENMARK Danish-100 2019 RPT PG a l Y

2021-06-27 1840 Action Adventure Ragnarok

Norwegian archaeologist Sigurd Svendsen forms a small team and sets off to find 

the true meaning of the secret runes found carved in rock and accidentally 

awakens a giant monster. Directed by Mikkel Brænne Sandemose and stars 

Nikolai Cleve Broch and Sofia Helin.

NORWAY
Norwegian-50; 

Swedish-50
2015 RPT PG a Y

2021-06-27 2030 Drama Back To Burgundy
SBS World Movies 

Premiere

After a 10 year absence, Jean returns to his hometown of Burgundy when his 

father falls seriously ill. Reuniting with his sister Juliette and his brother Jérémie, 

the three young adults rediscover and reinvent their familial bonds, maturing and 

blossoming along with the wine they are making. Directed by Cédric Klapisch and 

stars Pio Marmaï, Ana Girardot and François Civil.

FRANCE French-95; English-5 2017 M l s Y



2021-06-27 2235 Comedy Life Of Crime

Jennifer Aniston plays Margaret 'Mickey' Dawson, a loving, slightly naive 

housewife whose husband, Frank (Tim Robbins), has been embezzling millions for 

years and keeping the cash in off-shore accounts without her knowledge. Two 

career criminals, Louis (John Hawkes) and Ordell (Yasiin Bey), catch wind of his 

scam and figure if they hold Mickey for ransom, Frank would have no choice but 

to pay up big. What they don’t plan on is that Frank is head over heels for his sex-

kitten mistress, Melanie (Isla Fisher), and doesn’t want his wife back.

USA English-100 2013 RPT MA s v 

2021-06-27 2425 Drama Through The Fire

Franck is a firefighter in Paris. He saves people, and he lives at the station with his 

wife, who is about to have twins. He's happy, but during a call out to a fire, he 

puts himself in danger to save his men. He wakes up in a burns centre, and 

realises his face has melted in the flames. He's going to have to learn to live again. 

Stars Pierre Niney and Anais Demoustier.

FRANCE French-100 2018 RPT M a l n Y

2021-06-27 2635 Drama A Ghost Story

Acclaimed director David Lowery explores the themes of legacy, loss, and the 

essential human longing for meaning and connection. Recently deceased, a white-

sheeted ghost (Casey Affleck) returns to his suburban home to console his bereft 

wife (Rooney Mara), only to find that in his spectral state he has become unstuck 

in time, forced to watch passively as the life he knew and the woman he loves 

slowly slip away. Increasingly unmoored, the ghost embarks on a cosmic journey 

through memory and history, confronting life’s ineffable questions and the 

enormity of existence.

USA English-100 2017 RPT M a l Y

2021-06-27 2815 Fantasy
Journey To The West: The 

Demons Strike Back

A sequel to Journey To The West: Conquering The Demons, the Monkey King is 

back. Now tamed by Tang Sanzang, Monkey King has become one of Tang’s 

disciples. Tang, Monkey King, Sandy and Pigsy band together to fight demons as 

they continue their journey west.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2017 RPT PG a h v Y

2021-06-28 0615 Fantasy Wildwitch

12-year old Clara is a perfectly normal girl until the day she is scratched by a 

mysterious, black cat. Suddenly Clara is able to communicate with animals, and 

she soon discovers that she belongs to a family of wildwitches. While Clara learns 

to control her newfound powers, the evil wildwitches Bravita Bloodyoung and 

Chimera plot to conquer and destroy the wildworld - and it turns out that Clara 

plays a crucial part in their plans.

DENMARK Danish-100 2018 RPT PG h Y

2021-06-28 0810 Family Hunt For The Wilderpeople

This New Zealand adventure comedy-drama film written and directed by Taika 

Waititi follows Ricky, a defiant young city kid who finds himself on the run with his 

cantankerous foster uncle in the wild New Zealand bush. A national manhunt 

ensues, and the two are forced to put aside their differences and work together 

to survive in this hilarious and heartfelt adventure. Stars Julian Dennison and Sam 

Neill.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2016 RPT PG a v Y Y

2021-06-28 1005 Action Adventure Ragnarok

Norwegian archaeologist Sigurd Svendsen forms a small team and sets off to find 

the true meaning of the secret runes found carved in rock and accidentally 

awakens a giant monster. Directed by Mikkel Brænne Sandemose and stars 

Nikolai Cleve Broch and Sofia Helin.

NORWAY
Norwegian-50; 

Swedish-50
2015 RPT PG a Y

2021-06-28 1155 Family Hacker

Thirteen-year-old Benjamin is not only a highly skilled hacker, but also a teenager 

who is highly distrustful of others following the loss of his mother seven years 

earlier. When he discovers that his mother didn't die in an accident as he was led 

to believe, he makes up his mind to investigate the matter and get to the bottom 

of what really happened to her. The trail leads him to high-ranking officials in the 

Danish Secret Service. Directed by Poul Berg and stars Rumle Kærså and 

Josephine Højbjerg.

DENMARK Danish-100 2019 RPT PG a l Y

2021-06-28 1340 Comedy Chalet Girl

Pretty tomboy Kim (Felicity Jones) used to be a champion skateboarder, but now 

she flips burgers to support herself and her dad. Opportunity comes knocking 

when she flukes a winter-long catering job in one of the plushest ski chalets in the 

Alps. At first, Kim is baffled by this bizarre new world of posh people, vintage 

champagne, epic mountains and waist deep powder. Then Kim discovers 

snowboarding, and her natural talent soon sees her training for the end-of-season 

competition, with a chance to win major prize money.

AUSTRIA English-100 2011 RPT PG l s 

2021-06-28 1535 Family The Little Witch

The story of a young and very nice witch who learns everything there is to know 

about magic, in order to be the best witch in the forest and also be accepted by 

the other older mean witches. Directed by Mike Schaerer and stars Karolinen 

Herfurth and Luis Vorbach.

GERMANY English-100 2018 RPT PG a v 



2021-06-28 1730 Drama Polina

Trained from an early age by the demanding Professor Bojinski, Polina is a 

promising classic dancer. She is just about to join the prestigious Bolshoi Ballet 

when she discovers contemporary dance. That throws everything into question 

on a profound level. Polina leaves it  all  behind and moves to France to work with 

famous  choreographer Liria Elsaj. Despite her determination and hard work to 

the point of obsession, Polina just can't seem to break through. Stars Anastasia 

Shevtsova and Juliette Binoche.

FRANCE French-100 2016 RPT PG a s v Y

2021-06-28 1930 Features And Telefilms
100-Yr-Old Man Who Climbed 

Out The Window

Based on the internationally best-selling novel by Jonas Jonasson, the unlikely 

story of a 100-year-old man who decides it's not too late to start over. For most 

people it would be the adventure of a lifetime, but Allan Karlsson's unexpected 

journey is not his first. For a century he's made the world uncertain, and now he is 

on the loose again. Stars Robert Gustafsson.

FRANCE
Swedish-65; English-

30; Russian-5
2013 RPT M a l s v Y

2021-06-28 2135 Drama Nadia, Butterfly Sports Week

While young and in her prime, Nadia decides to retire from elite swimming after 

the Olympic Games, to escape a rigid life of sacrifice. After a disappointing 

individual race, Nadia's last hope at Olympic glory is reached when her relay team 

wins a surprise bronze medal. Accompanied by her fellow medallist - and best 

friend - Marie-Pierre, Nadia drifts into nights of excess punctuated by episodes of 

self-doubt, as the emptiness of her life after sport creeps in. Directed by Pascal 

Plante and stars Katerine Savard and Ariane Mainville.

CANADA
English-50; French 

Canadian-50
2020 M d l n s Y

2021-06-28 2335 Comedy Step By Step

Bathing, dressing, walking, basketball - things Ben can no longer do when he lands 

at a physiotherapy centre following a crippling accident. His new friends are 

tetraplegics, paraplegics, and victims of head injury. Together they'll learn 

patience. They'll resist, show off, quarrel, and flirt, but above all, they'll find the 

strength to live again. This is a story of rebirth, a chaotic journey marked by wins 

and losses, tears and laughter, and especially, encounters with others - healing is 

a team effort. Stars Stars Pablo Pauly.

FRANCE French-100 2016 RPT M a l s Y

2021-06-28 2545 Drama Back To Burgundy

After a 10 year absence, Jean returns to his hometown of Burgundy when his 

father falls seriously ill. Reuniting with his sister Juliette and his brother Jérémie, 

the three young adults rediscover and reinvent their familial bonds, maturing and 

blossoming along with the wine they are making. Directed by Cédric Klapisch and 

stars Pio Marmaï, Ana Girardot and François Civil.

FRANCE French-95; English-5 2017 RPT M l s Y

2021-06-28 2750 Drama Through The Fire

Franck is a firefighter in Paris. He saves people, and he lives at the station with his 

wife, who is about to have twins. He's happy, but during a call out to a fire, he 

puts himself in danger to save his men. He wakes up in a burns centre, and 

realises his face has melted in the flames. He's going to have to learn to live again. 

Stars Pierre Niney and Anais Demoustier.

FRANCE French-100 2018 RPT M a l n Y

2021-06-29 0600 Family Hacker

Thirteen-year-old Benjamin is not only a highly skilled hacker, but also a teenager 

who is highly distrustful of others following the loss of his mother seven years 

earlier. When he discovers that his mother didn't die in an accident as he was led 

to believe, he makes up his mind to investigate the matter and get to the bottom 

of what really happened to her. The trail leads him to high-ranking officials in the 

Danish Secret Service. Directed by Poul Berg and stars Rumle Kærså and 

Josephine Højbjerg.

DENMARK Danish-100 2019 RPT PG a l Y

2021-06-29 0745 Family The Little Witch

The story of a young and very nice witch who learns everything there is to know 

about magic, in order to be the best witch in the forest and also be accepted by 

the other older mean witches. Directed by Mike Schaerer and stars Karolinen 

Herfurth and Luis Vorbach.

GERMANY English-100 2018 RPT PG a v 

2021-06-29 0940 Biography Florence Foster Jenkins

Set in the 1940s, New York socialite Florence Foster Jenkins dreams of becoming a 

great opera singer, despite having a terrible singing voice. Her husband St. Clair, 

meanwhile, goes to extreme lengths to make sure his wife never finds out how 

truly awful she is. When Florence announces her plans for a concert at Carnegie 

Hall, St. Clair soon realises that he's facing his greatest challenge yet. Directed by 

Stephen Frears and stars Meryl Streep and Hugh Grant.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG a Y Y

2021-06-29 1145 Drama Polina

Trained from an early age by the demanding Professor Bojinski, Polina is a 

promising classic dancer. She is just about to join the prestigious Bolshoi Ballet 

when she discovers contemporary dance. That throws everything into question 

on a profound level. Polina leaves it  all  behind and moves to France to work with 

famous  choreographer Liria Elsaj. Despite her determination and hard work to 

the point of obsession, Polina just can't seem to break through. Stars Anastasia 

Shevtsova and Juliette Binoche.

FRANCE French-100 2016 RPT PG a s v Y



2021-06-29 1345 Action Adventure Ragnarok

Norwegian archaeologist Sigurd Svendsen forms a small team and sets off to find 

the true meaning of the secret runes found carved in rock and accidentally 

awakens a giant monster. Directed by Mikkel Brænne Sandemose and stars 

Nikolai Cleve Broch and Sofia Helin.

NORWAY
Norwegian-50; 

Swedish-50
2015 RPT PG a Y

2021-06-29 1535 History 1982

In June of 1982, Israel invaded Lebanon which was already reeling from its 

ongoing civil war. In his feature debut, director Oualid Mouaness revisits this 

cataclysmic moment in Lebanese history through a different lens: a young boy's 

point-of-view at a non-denominational secular school on the outskirts of Beirut. 

As the geopolitical conflict inches closer and closer, 11-year-old Wissam 

(Mohamad Dalli) is more intent on finding the courage to tell his classmate that 

he loves her. 

LEBANON Arabic-89; English-11 2019 RPT PG Y

2021-06-29 1735 Drama Leave No Trace

Leave No Trace is director Debra Granik's moody, mysterious and mesmerising 

exploration of an unexpected existence on the edge. A teenage girl (Thomasin 

Harcourt McKenzie) and her father (Ben Foster) have lived undetected for years in 

Forest Park, a vast forest on the edge of Portland, Oregon. A chance encounter 

leads to their discovery and removal from the park and into the charge of a social 

service agency. They try to adapt to their new surroundings, until a sudden 

decision sets them on a perilous journey into the wilderness seeking complete 

independence.

USA English-100 2018 RPT PG

2021-06-29 1935 Drama Our Struggles
SBS World Movies 

Premiere

Oliver, a 39-year-old supervisor, does the best he can to fight injustice at work. 

But when his wife Laura abandons the family home, he is left alone to juggle 

between the children's needs, life's daily challenges and his job. Faced with these 

new responsibilities, Oliver struggles to find a balance... because Laura's not 

coming back. Directed by Guillaume Senez and stars Romain Duris and Lucie 

Debay.

BELGIUM French-100 2018 M a l Y

2021-06-29 2130 Drama Summer Of 92 Sports Week

When a quirk of fate launches the Danish national soccer team into the 1992 

European Championships, their unpopular coach must whip his unprepared squad 

into shape. Directed by Kasper Barfoed and stars Ulrich Thomsen and Henning 

Jensen.

DENMARK Danish-100 2017 RPT M a l n Y

2021-06-29 2315 Drama Nadia, Butterfly

While young and in her prime, Nadia decides to retire from elite swimming after 

the Olympic Games, to escape a rigid life of sacrifice. After a disappointing 

individual race, Nadia's last hope at Olympic glory is reached when her relay team 

wins a surprise bronze medal. Accompanied by her fellow medallist - and best 

friend - Marie-Pierre, Nadia drifts into nights of excess punctuated by episodes of 

self-doubt, as the emptiness of her life after sport creeps in. Directed by Pascal 

Plante and stars Katerine Savard and Ariane Mainville.

CANADA
English-50; French 

Canadian-50
2020 RPT M d l n s Y

2021-06-29 2515 Features And Telefilms
100-Yr-Old Man Who Climbed 

Out The Window

Based on the internationally best-selling novel by Jonas Jonasson, the unlikely 

story of a 100-year-old man who decides it's not too late to start over. For most 

people it would be the adventure of a lifetime, but Allan Karlsson's unexpected 

journey is not his first. For a century he's made the world uncertain, and now he is 

on the loose again. Stars Robert Gustafsson.

FRANCE
Swedish-65; English-

30; Russian-5
2013 RPT M a l s v Y

2021-06-29 2725 Drama Our Struggles

Oliver, a 39-year-old supervisor, does the best he can to fight injustice at work. 

But when his wife Laura abandons the family home, he is left alone to juggle 

between the children's needs, life's daily challenges and his job. Faced with these 

new responsibilities, Oliver struggles to find a balance... because Laura's not 

coming back. Directed by Guillaume Senez and stars Romain Duris and Lucie 

Debay.

BELGIUM French-100 2018 RPT M a l Y

2021-06-30 0515 History 1982

In June of 1982, Israel invaded Lebanon which was already reeling from its 

ongoing civil war. In his feature debut, director Oualid Mouaness revisits this 

cataclysmic moment in Lebanese history through a different lens: a young boy's 

point-of-view at a non-denominational secular school on the outskirts of Beirut. 

As the geopolitical conflict inches closer and closer, 11-year-old Wissam 

(Mohamad Dalli) is more intent on finding the courage to tell his classmate that 

he loves her. 

LEBANON Arabic-89; English-11 2019 RPT PG Y

2021-06-30 0715 Drama Polina

Trained from an early age by the demanding Professor Bojinski, Polina is a 

promising classic dancer. She is just about to join the prestigious Bolshoi Ballet 

when she discovers contemporary dance. That throws everything into question 

on a profound level. Polina leaves it  all  behind and moves to France to work with 

famous  choreographer Liria Elsaj. Despite her determination and hard work to 

the point of obsession, Polina just can't seem to break through. Stars Anastasia 

Shevtsova and Juliette Binoche.

FRANCE French-100 2016 RPT PG a s v Y



2021-06-30 0915 Comedy Sonu Ke Titu Ki Sweety

Titu is going to marry his perfect bride, a woman named Sweety. But Titu's best 

friend Sonu doubts Sweety's character and tries to break up the marriage - while 

Sweety tries to do the opposite. What ensures is a war between Bromance and 

Romance. Directed by Luv Ranjan and stars Kartik Aaryan, Nushrat Bharucha and 

Sunny Singh Nijjar.

INDIA Hindi-100 2018 RPT PG l s Y

2021-06-30 1150 Drama Leave No Trace

Leave No Trace is director Debra Granik's moody, mysterious and mesmerising 

exploration of an unexpected existence on the edge. A teenage girl (Thomasin 

Harcourt McKenzie) and her father (Ben Foster) have lived undetected for years in 

Forest Park, a vast forest on the edge of Portland, Oregon. A chance encounter 

leads to their discovery and removal from the park and into the charge of a social 

service agency. They try to adapt to their new surroundings, until a sudden 

decision sets them on a perilous journey into the wilderness seeking complete 

independence.

USA English-100 2018 RPT PG

2021-06-30 1350 Comedy Wadjda

An enterprising Saudi girl enters a Koran recitation competition at her school and 

hopes to win enough money to buy the green bicycle that has captured her 

attention. Directed by Haifaa Al Mansour and stars Waad Mohammed and Reem 

Abdullah.

SAUDI ARABIA Arabic-100 2012 RPT PG Y

2021-06-30 1535 Biography Florence Foster Jenkins

Set in the 1940s, New York socialite Florence Foster Jenkins dreams of becoming a 

great opera singer, despite having a terrible singing voice. Her husband St. Clair, 

meanwhile, goes to extreme lengths to make sure his wife never finds out how 

truly awful she is. When Florence announces her plans for a concert at Carnegie 

Hall, St. Clair soon realises that he's facing his greatest challenge yet. Directed by 

Stephen Frears and stars Meryl Streep and Hugh Grant.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG a Y Y

2021-06-30 1740 Action Adventure Operation Arctic

Julia and her twin siblings Sindre and Ida have moved to a small town with their 

mother. Desperate to reach their father, who is working in Southern Norway, they 

secretly jump aboard a helicopter flying in his direction. Unfortunately, the 

helicopter changes its route. and soon they find themselves lost and alone on a 

deserted island. Now the three are forced to face the epic powers of nature, as 

both blizzards and hungry polar bears threaten their very existence.

NORWAY
English-50; 

Norwegian-50
2014 RPT PG a Y

2021-06-30 1920 Action Adventure Till The End Of The World

Based on the novel of the same name by Youyin Wu, the film revolves around an 

arrogant millionaire and an independent female scientist who face the ultimate 

75 day test for survival and redemption after their twin engine plane crashes 

during a snowstorm over the vast desolate Antarctica. Stars Mark Chao and 

Zishan Yang.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2018 RPT PG a Y

2021-06-30 2130 Drama Erik and Erika Sports Week

Erik (formerly Erika) Schinegger - the ski sensation who became a media 

sensation. As Erika, she was celebrated world ski champion. As newly transitioned 

Erik, he is repudiated and accused of fraud. Directed by Reinhold Bilgeri and stars 

Markus Freistätter. 

AUSTRIA German-100 2018 RPT MA a s Y

2021-06-30 2310 Drama A Ghost Story

Acclaimed director David Lowery explores the themes of legacy, loss, and the 

essential human longing for meaning and connection. Recently deceased, a white-

sheeted ghost (Casey Affleck) returns to his suburban home to console his bereft 

wife (Rooney Mara), only to find that in his spectral state he has become unstuck 

in time, forced to watch passively as the life he knew and the woman he loves 

slowly slip away. Increasingly unmoored, the ghost embarks on a cosmic journey 

through memory and history, confronting life’s ineffable questions and the 

enormity of existence.

USA English-100 2017 RPT M a l Y

2021-06-30 2450 Drama Our Struggles

Oliver, a 39-year-old supervisor, does the best he can to fight injustice at work. 

But when his wife Laura abandons the family home, he is left alone to juggle 

between the children's needs, life's daily challenges and his job. Faced with these 

new responsibilities, Oliver struggles to find a balance... because Laura's not 

coming back. Directed by Guillaume Senez and stars Romain Duris and Lucie 

Debay.

BELGIUM French-100 2018 RPT M a l Y

2021-06-30 2645 Drama Summer Of 92

When a quirk of fate propels the Danish national soccer team into the 1992 

European Championships, their unpopular coach must whip his unprepared squad 

into shape. Directed by Kasper Barfoed and stars Ulrich Thomsen and Henning 

Jensen.

DENMARK Danish-100 2017 RPT M a l n Y

2021-06-30 2830 Biography Florence Foster Jenkins

Set in the 1940s, New York socialite Florence Foster Jenkins dreams of becoming a 

great opera singer, despite having a terrible singing voice. Her husband St. Clair, 

meanwhile, goes to extreme lengths to make sure his wife never finds out how 

truly awful she is. When Florence announces her plans for a concert at Carnegie 

Hall, St. Clair soon realises that he's facing his greatest challenge yet. Directed by 

Stephen Frears and stars Meryl Streep and Hugh Grant.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG a Y Y



2021-07-01 0635 Drama Leave No Trace

Leave No Trace is director Debra Granik's moody, mysterious and mesmerising 

exploration of an unexpected existence on the edge. A teenage girl (Thomasin 

Harcourt McKenzie) and her father (Ben Foster) have lived undetected for years in 

Forest Park, a vast forest on the edge of Portland, Oregon. A chance encounter 

leads to their discovery and removal from the park and into the charge of a social 

service agency. They try to adapt to their new surroundings, until a sudden 

decision sets them on a perilous journey into the wilderness seeking complete 

independence.

USA English-100 2018 RPT PG

2021-07-01 0835 Action Adventure Till The End Of The World

Based on the novel of the same name by Youyin Wu, the film revolves around an 

arrogant millionaire and an independent female scientist who face the ultimate 

75 day test for survival and redemption after their twin engine plane crashes 

during a snowstorm over the vast desolate Antarctica. Stars Mark Chao and 

Zishan Yang.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2018 RPT PG a Y

2021-07-01 1045 Action Adventure Flash Gordon

A football player and his friends travel to the planet Mongo and find themselves 

fighting the tyranny of Ming the Merciless to save Earth. Directed by Mike 

Hodges, and stars Sam Jones, Melody Anderson and Max von Sydow. 

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1980 RPT PG

2021-07-01 1250 History 1982

In June of 1982, Israel invaded Lebanon which was already reeling from its 

ongoing civil war. In his feature debut, director Oualid Mouaness revisits this 

cataclysmic moment in Lebanese history through a different lens: a young boy's 

point-of-view at a non-denominational secular school on the outskirts of Beirut. 

As the geopolitical conflict inches closer and closer, 11-year-old Wissam 

(Mohamad Dalli) is more intent on finding the courage to tell his classmate that 

he loves her. 

LEBANON Arabic-89; English-11 2019 RPT PG Y

2021-07-01 1450 Comedy Sonu Ke Titu Ki Sweety

Titu is going to marry his perfect bride, a woman named Sweety. But Titu's best 

friend Sonu doubts Sweety's character and tries to break up the marriage - while 

Sweety tries to do the opposite. What ensures is a war between Bromance and 

Romance. Directed by Luv Ranjan and stars Kartik Aaryan, Nushrat Bharucha and 

Sunny Singh Nijjar.

INDIA Hindi-100 2018 RPT PG l s Y

2021-07-01 1725 Drama Mary Shelley

She will forever be remembered as the writer who gave the world Frankenstein. 

But the real life story of Mary Shelley - and the creation of her immortal monster - 

is nearly as fantastical as her fiction. Stars Elle Fanning and Douglas Booth.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 RPT PG a l s Y

2021-07-01 1940 Comedy Warm Bodies

After a highly unusual zombie saves a still-living girl from an attack, the two form 

a relationship that sets in motion a series of events that may transform the entire 

lifeless world. Directed by Jonathan Levine and stars Nicholas Hoult, Teresa 

Palmer and John Malkovich.

USA English-100 2013 RPT M h l v 

2021-07-01 2130 Biography Bleed For This Sports Week

Champion boxer Vinny Pazienza is told he may never walk again after a car 

accident leaves him with a broken neck. Against all odds and doctor's orders, 

renowned trainer Kevin Rooney agrees to help Vinny return to the ring. Directed 

by Ben Younger and stars Miles Teller, Aaron Eckhart and Katey Sagal.

USA English-100 2016 M a l n v Y

2021-07-01 2340 Comedy Alan Partridge: Alpha Papa

To save his own job, Alan gets radio colleague Pat laid off, but when the man 

returns to the station with a shotgun and a siege ensues, Alan is given the high-

profile role of go-between, trying to appease both the hostage taker and armed 

police. Stars Steve Coogan.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT M a l s v 

2021-07-01 2520 Drama Erik and Erika

Erik (formerly Erika) Schinegger - the ski sensation who became a media 

sensation. As Erika, she was celebrated world ski champion. As newly transitioned 

Erik, he is repudiated and accused of fraud. Directed by Reinhold Bilgeri and stars 

Markus Freistätter.

AUSTRIA German-100 2018 RPT MA a s Y

2021-07-01 2700 Comedy Rams

In a secluded valley, estranged brothers Gummi and Kiddi live side by side tending 

to their prized ancestral sheep stock, despite not having spoken in 40 years. When 

a lethal disease suddenly infects Kiddi's sheep, all the animals in the area are 

culled to contain the outbreak. But the brothers don't give up so easily-and each 

tries to stave off the disaster in his own fashion - Kiddi by using his rifle, and 

Gummi by using his wits. 

DENMARK Icelandic-100 2015 RPT M l n Y

2021-07-01 2840 Action Adventure Operation Arctic

Julia and her twin siblings Sindre and Ida have moved to a small town with their 

mother. Desperate to reach their father, who is working in Southern Norway, they 

secretly jump aboard a helicopter flying in his direction. Unfortunately, the 

helicopter changes its route. and soon they find themselves lost and alone on a 

deserted island. Now the three are forced to face the epic powers of nature, as 

both blizzards and hungry polar bears threaten their very existence.

NORWAY
English-50; 

Norwegian-50
2014 RPT PG a Y



2021-07-02 0620 Comedy Sonu Ke Titu Ki Sweety

Titu is going to marry his perfect bride, a woman named Sweety. But Titu's best 

friend Sonu doubts Sweety's character and tries to break up the marriage - while 

Sweety tries to do the opposite. What ensures is a war between Bromance and 

Romance. Directed by Luv Ranjan and stars Kartik Aaryan, Nushrat Bharucha and 

Sunny Singh Nijjar.

INDIA Hindi-100 2018 RPT PG l s Y

2021-07-02 0855 Comedy Wadjda

An enterprising Saudi girl enters a Koran recitation competition at her school and 

hopes to win enough money to buy the green bicycle that has captured her 

attention. Directed by Haifaa Al Mansour and stars Waad Mohammed and Reem 

Abdullah.

SAUDI ARABIA Arabic-100 2012 RPT PG Y

2021-07-02 1040 Animation Long Way North

In 1882, Sasha, a young Russian aristocrat, goes on an epic adventure north to 

find out what happened to her grandfather, a renowned scientist and Arctic 

explorer, and to save her family's reputation.

DENMARK English-100 2015 RPT PG

2021-07-02 1210 Action Adventure Till The End Of The World

Based on the novel of the same name by Youyin Wu, the film revolves around an 

arrogant millionaire and an independent female scientist who face the ultimate 

75 day test for survival and redemption after their twin engine plane crashes 

during a snowstorm over the vast desolate Antarctica. Stars Mark Chao and 

Zishan Yang.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2018 RPT PG a Y

2021-07-02 1420 Action Adventure Operation Arctic

Julia and her twin siblings Sindre and Ida have moved to a small town with their 

mother. Desperate to reach their father, who is working in Southern Norway, they 

secretly jump aboard a helicopter flying in his direction. Unfortunately, the 

helicopter changes its route. and soon they find themselves lost and alone on a 

deserted island. Now the three are forced to face the epic powers of nature, as 

both blizzards and hungry polar bears threaten their very existence.

NORWAY
English-50; 

Norwegian-50
2014 RPT PG a Y

2021-07-02 1600 Animation Ernest and Celestine

In normal bear life, it is frowned upon to make friends with a mouse. But Ernest, a 

big bear, a clown and musician who lives on the fringes of bear society, welcomes 

little Celestine into his home. She is an orphan and has fled the mouse world 

down below. These two solitary characters find support and comfort in one 

another, but in the process, fly in the face of convention, upsetting the 

established order.

FRANCE English-100 2012 RPT PG

2021-07-02 1730 Drama The Lunchbox

Lonely housewife Ila (Nimrat Kaur) decides to try adding some spice to her stale 

marriage by preparing a special lunch for her neglectful husband. Unfortunately, 

the delivery winds up in the hands of Saajan (Irrfan Khan), an irritable widower. 

Curious about her husband's response, Ila adds a note to the next day's lunchbox, 

and thus begins an unusual friendship in which Saajan and Ila can talk about their 

joys and sorrows without ever meeting in person.

INDIA English-50; Hindi-50 2013 PG a Y Y

2021-07-02 1930 Animation A Silent Voice
SBS World Movies 

Premiere

Shoko, a grade-school student with a hearing impairment, is bullied by her 

classmate Shoya and transfers to another school. Years later, the former bully is 

tormented by his behaviour and sets out to make amends. But is it already too 

late?

JAPAN English-100 2016 Y

2021-07-02 2155 Comedy Bend It Like Beckham Sports Week

A comedy about bending the rules to reach your goal, Bend It Like Beckham 

explores the world of women's football. Set in Hounslow, West London, the film 

follows two 18 year olds with their hearts set on a future in professional soccer. 

But for Jesminder, daughter of orthodox Sikhs, talent doesn't seem to be enough 

when your parents want you to hang up your football boots, find a nice boyfriend 

and learn to cook the perfect chapatti. Directed by Gurinder Chadha and stars 

Parminder Nagra, Keira Knightley and Jonathan Rhys Meyers.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2002 RPT PG Y

2021-07-02 2400 Drama Amour

Georges and Anne, an octogenarian couple, are cultivated, retired music teachers. 

Their daughter, also a musician, lives in Britain. When Anne has a stroke, the 

couple's bond of love is severely tested. Directed by Michael Haneke and stars 

Jean-Louis Trintignant and Emmanuele Riva.

FRANCE French-100 2012 RPT M a l Y

2021-07-02 2620 Comedy Alan Partridge: Alpha Papa

To save his own job, Alan gets radio colleague Pat laid off, but when the man 

returns to the station with a shotgun and a siege ensues, Alan is given the high-

profile role of go-between, trying to appease both the hostage taker and armed 

police. Stars Steve Coogan.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT M a l s v 

2021-07-02 2800 Drama Mary Shelley

She will forever be remembered as the writer who gave the world Frankenstein. 

But the real life story of Mary Shelley - and the creation of her immortal monster - 

is nearly as fantastical as her fiction. Stars Elle Fanning and Douglas Booth.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 RPT PG a l s Y

2021-07-03 0615 Action Adventure Flash Gordon

A football player and his friends travel to the planet Mongo and find themselves 

fighting the tyranny of Ming the Merciless to save Earth. Directed by Mike 

Hodges, and stars Sam Jones, Melody Anderson and Max von Sydow. 

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1980 RPT PG



2021-07-03 0820 Comedy Bend It Like Beckham

A comedy about bending the rules to reach your goal, Bend It Like Beckham 

explores the world of women's football. Set in Hounslow, West London, the film 

follows two 18 year olds with their hearts set on a future in professional soccer. 

But for Jesminder, daughter of orthodox Sikhs, talent doesn't seem to be enough 

when your parents want you to hang up your football boots, find a nice boyfriend 

and learn to cook the perfect chapatti. Directed by Gurinder Chadha and stars 

Parminder Nagra, Keira Knightley and Jonathan Rhys Meyers.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2002 RPT PG Y

2021-07-03 1025 Drama The Nightingale

Zhigen, an old Chinese farmer,has lived alone in Beijing for over 20 years after 

moving to the city to allow his son Chongyi to attend university. He decides to 

make the long journey from Beijing to Yangshuo to honour the promise he made 

to his wife to bring back the bird that has been his only companion in the city.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2013 G Y

2021-07-03 1220 Drama The Lunchbox

Lonely housewife Ila (Nimrat Kaur) decides to try adding some spice to her stale 

marriage by preparing a special lunch for her neglectful husband. Unfortunately, 

the delivery winds up in the hands of Saajan (Irrfan Khan), an irritable widower. 

Curious about her husband's response, Ila adds a note to the next day's lunchbox, 

and thus begins an unusual friendship in which Saajan and Ila can talk about their 

joys and sorrows without ever meeting in person.

INDIA English-50; Hindi-50 2013 RPT PG a Y Y

2021-07-03 1420 Drama Mary Shelley

She will forever be remembered as the writer who gave the world Frankenstein. 

But the real life story of Mary Shelley - and the creation of her immortal monster - 

is nearly as fantastical as her fiction. Stars Elle Fanning and Douglas Booth.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 RPT PG a l s Y

2021-07-03 1635 Action Adventure Lassie

When a financial crisis hits the Carraclough family, they are forced to sell their 

beloved dog to a local duke. But Lassie isn't happy with her new living 

arrangements and soon sets out on an 800km journey back to the home she 

loves. Directed by Charles Sturridge and stars Peter O'Toole, John Lynch and 

Samantha Morton.

FRANCE English-100 2005 RPT PG a 

2021-07-03 1830 Drama The Young Victoria
SBS World Movies 

Premiere

Director Jean-Marc Vallée takes the helm for this look at the turbulent early years 

of Queen Victoria, who was crowned at the age of 18, and whose ill-fated 

marriage to Prince Albert would later prompt her into a life of mournful seclusion. 

Stars Emily Blunt, Rupert Friend and Paul Bettany.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2009

2021-07-03 2030 Drama The Keeper
SBS World Movies 

Premiere

The Keeper is inspired by the true story of Bert Trautmann, a German who during 

World War II served as an ardent member of the Hitler Youth and later of the 

Luftwaffe. Then after the war he played soccer in England, as a goalkeeper for 

Manchester City. His presence on the team, which hired him in 1949, inspired 

protests. Would fans ever accept a former enemy as a star player? Directed by 

Marcus Rosenmüller and stars David Kross and Freyer Mavor.

GERMANY
English-50; German-

50
2020

2021-07-03 2240 Comedy Rams

In a secluded valley, estranged brothers Gummi and Kiddi live side by side tending 

to their prized ancestral sheep stock, despite not having spoken in 40 years. When 

a lethal disease suddenly infects Kiddi's sheep, all the animals in the area are 

culled to contain the outbreak. But the brothers don't give up so easily-and each 

tries to stave off the disaster in his own fashion - Kiddi by using his rifle, and 

Gummi by using his wits. 

DENMARK Icelandic-100 2015 RPT M l n Y

2021-07-03 2420 Action Adventure Micmacs

This whimsical fantasy comedy, from acclaimed director Jean-Pierre Jeunet, takes 

on the arms dealers of the world. While standing in the doorway of the video 

shop where he works, Bazil has been inadvertently shot in the head. Now 

homeless and jobless, he is taken in by a troupe of misfits who live in a giant 

mound of trash. There Bazil begins his quest for revenge against the people who 

produced the gun that shot him. Stars Dany Boon, Dominique Pinon and Julie 

Ferrier.

FRANCE French-100 2009 RPT M s v Y

2021-07-03 2615 Drama Ilo Ilo 

Set in Singapore during the 1997 Asian financial crisis, the film chronicles the day-

to-day drama of the Lim family - troublesome grade-schooler Jiale and his 

overstressed parents, Heck and Leng. Comfortably middleclass and with another 

baby on the way, they hire Teresa, a Filipino immigrant, as a live-in maid and 

nanny. But just as Teresa becomes an unspoken part of the family, unforeseen 

circumstances in an uncertain economy will challenge the new normal yet again.

SINGAPORE

Tagalog-33.34; 

Hokkien (Chinese)-

33.33; Mandarin-

33.33

2013 RPT M a l n Y

2021-07-03 2810 Animation Ernest and Celestine

In normal bear life, it is frowned upon to make friends with a mouse. But Ernest, a 

big bear, a clown and musician who lives on the fringes of bear society, welcomes 

little Celestine into his home. She is an orphan and has fled the mouse world 

down below. These two solitary characters find support and comfort in one 

another, but in the process, fly in the face of convention, upsetting the 

established order.

FRANCE English-100 2012 RPT PG


